
PIECES OF THE WORLD
Measure 9-16 Step-touch, hands at side RT, LT, RT, LT throughout these measures.

Make movement simple and easy.
Measure 17 Step twice to right, pushing hands gently with each step, palm out Measure 18. Sway

LT, RT with hands in relaxed position in front, waist high.
Measure 19 Repeat as in Measure 17, but to the left.
Measure 20 Repeat as in Measure 18, but RT, LT.
Measure 21-24 Repeat as in Measure 17-20.
Measure 25 Sign “dream” with right hand.
Measure 26 Sign “dream” with left hand.
Measure 27-28 Sign “vision.”
Measure 29-32 Repeat as in Measure 17-20.
Measure 33 Both open hands up, about head high, on beat 2.
Measure 34 Move hands out (crossing the person’s on each side), move in, cross out, then every

other person lower hands linking arms like a puzzle or chain.
Measure 35-38 With linked arms, sway RT, LT, RT, LT ( one direction each measure).
Measure 39 Persons with hands down raise them on beat 1, all grab hands on beat three (hands

still about head high).
Measure 40 Pulse hands on beats 1, 2, 3, raising them higher with each pulse.
Measure 41-42 Release hands and lower arms down to sides.
Measure 43 All lean bodies to right.
Measure 44 All lean bodies to left.
Measure 45-50 Sway RT, LT (one direction each measure), adding a snap on beat 3.

Lead with same shoulder in the direction of the sway (RT sway, RT shoulder).
Measure 51-52 Stop swaying, lift hands forward and cup them in front, chest high.
Measure 53-54 Release hands out, gently moving fingers as if releasing dust, bringing hands back

down to sides.
Measure 55-58 Repeat as in Measure 9-12.
Measure 59-62 Repeat as in Measure 17-20.
Measure 63 Sign “stars” upward to right.
Measure 64 Sign “stars” upward to left.
Measure 65-66 Sign “bright” forward and above head.
Measure 67-68 Right hand moves in “wavelike” fashion two times from RT to LT, then left hand

repeats same movement from LT to RT.
Measure 69-70 Repeat.
Measure 71-74 Right open hand up, left open hand on stomach. Move two steps right, one step left,

one step right (reverse hand position with each direction). Move two steps left, one
step right, one step left (reverse hand position with each direction).

REPEAT AND DO CHORUS WITH MOVEMENTS AS BEFORE
Measure 76 1/2 of choir hands/arms reach high on beat 1.
Measure 77 Remaining 1/2 of choir hands/arms reach high on beat 1.
Measure 78-83 One by one in a peel off, grab the hand of person on left and lower that arm, that

person then turns and does same creating the peel off. Continue throughout row and
moving to next row until completed by Measure 84.



Measure 84-93 Repeat as before in Measure 43-50.
Measure 94 Right hand lift up, step to right.
Measure 95 Left hand lift up, step to left.
Measure 96-97 Turn palms out, sway gently RT, LT, RT, LT with hands swaying and slowly coming

down with each sway.
Measure 98-101 Repeat as before.
Measure 102 Begin movement again as chorus is repeated.
Measure 103 All grab hands and hold shoulder high.
Measure 104 Lift hands high.
Measure 105 As last note is held and diminished, hands and faces lower, with hands and faces

ending down, facing floor in a “bow.”


